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INTRODUCTION 

The last decade has seen the development of powerful channel codes such as turbo codes and low-density parity-check 
(LDPC) codes. The impressive bit error rate (BER) performance of the associated decoding processes implicitly 
assumes coherent detection, meaning that the carrier phase must be recovered accurately before the data is decoded. 
However, since the receiver usually operates at extremely low signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) values, conventional carrier 
synchronizers often fail to provide sufficiently accurate phase estimates. Numerous efforts to improve the carrier 
synchronization at low SNR have resulted in a myriad of different transceiver schemes; all based on the exploitation of 
some form of a priori information regarding the conveyed data during the phase estimation process. The resulting 
synchronization algorithms may be distinguished into two categories: category-I and category-II.  

Category-I algorithms take advantage of the structure that the channel code enforces upon the data stream, and which 
can be considered as a kind of a priori information that is available at the receiver. Assuming that the carrier phase 
(after possible frequency correction) is essentially constant over a codeword, synchronizers that accept soft information 
from the channel decoder have been presented [1,2], which yield a mean square estimation error (MSEE) that is close to 
the Cramer-Rao lower bound at the normal operating SNR of the code. However, in the presence of phase variations 
due to phase noise, the carrier phase estimate must be updated at regular intervals during the codeword; when the 
channel decoder needs a long observation interval before decoding can start (as is the case with turbo codes and LDPC 
codes), obtaining soft information to aid the synchronizer is rather cumbersome. A practical solution to this problem 
was proposed in [3] for a classical turbo code: the synchronizer based on soft information from only one of the 
concatenated convolutional decoders (operating on a reduced number of observations) has shown to yield satisfactory 
performance. However, as the approach from [3] cannot be extended to more general codes (such as LDPC codes), 
researchers have investigated a second category of algorithms. Category-II algorithms completely ignore the underlying 
channel code, and use only additional redundancy that is introduced into the transmission scheme for the sake of 
synchronization. This approach permits to control the complexity and the update period of the synchronizer, but brings 
about a reduction in the power and bandwidth efficiency of the overall system.  

In this paper we present a general formulation for maximum likelihood (ML) based feedback phase synchronizers. The 
category-I feedback phase synchronizer considered in [2,3] and the category-II feedback phase synchronizers 
considered in [2,4] can be derived as special cases of the proposed general approach. This gives new insights into the 
relation between the different strategies. A comparison of two category-II feedback phase synchronizers, causing the 
same reduction of power and bandwidth efficiency, is then considered. The first scheme [4] adds a short single-parity-
check (SPC) code to aid synchronization; the second scheme [2] is based on the insertion of known pilot bits. Both 
schemes have recently been developed to track a time-varying carrier phase at very low SNR. In order to test the 
algorithms in realistic conditions, we base our study on the transmission system defined by the recently published 
DVB-S2 standard [5]. The feedback synchronizer is a second-order phase-locked loop (PLL) with damping factor equal 
to 0.707. We evaluate the synchronizer performance in the case of a constant carrier phase and in the presence of phase 



 

noise. The results indicate that the operating SNR determines which system (with SPC code or with pilot bits) performs 
best. 

SYSTEM AND CHANNEL MODEL 

Fig. 1 depicts the general block diagram of the system under consideration. A continuous stream of information bits is 
sent from the transmitter to the receiver. In order to protect the information against the detrimental effects of the 
channel, the bits are first channel encoded. This yields a coded bit stream u . To aid synchronization some extra 
redundancy may be added to the bit stream u  that leaves the channel encoder, yielding a bit stream c . The bit stream c  
is then chopped into blocks of length M2log . Each group of M2log  bits is converted into a complex symbol, that is 
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resulting stream of data symbols { })(la=a  is filtered by a square-root Nyquist transmit pulse and transmitted over the 

channel. The transmitted signal is affected by a phase error and corrupted by additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). 
The received signal is applied to a matched filter, and sampled at the optimal instants SlT , where ST  denotes the 

symbol period. We obtain a sequence of matched filter output samples { })(lr=r  with 

    ...,1,0),()()( =+= llwelalr jθ  (1) 

In (1), θ  is the unknown carrier phase. The sequence )}({ lw  consists of independent zero-mean complex-valued 

Gaussian noise terms; [ ])(Re lw  and [ ])(Im lw  are statistically independent, and have a variance equal to 2/0N . Phase 

recovery is performed by a second-order PLL operating at an update rate )/(1 SL TR ν=  which is an integer fraction of 

the symbol rate ST/1 . At instants LiT , where SLL TRT ν== /1  denotes the update period, the phase error detector 

(PED) performs a suitable time-invariant nonlinear operation ( ).,.X  on the ν  matched filter output samples 

{ })1)1((),...,1(),( −++= ννν iriririr  and the current phase estimate iθ̂ , so that its output signal ( )iii Xx θ̂,r≡  gives an 

indication about the sign and the magnitude of the instantaneous phase error ii θθφ ˆ−= . The PED output signal ix  is 

filtered by a linear time-invariant loop filter with transfer function ( )( ) ( )1/1 −+− zz βα  in the z -domain, where the 

loop parameters α  and β  control the equivalent loop bandwidth LB  and the damping factor Lς  of the PLL. The 

sequence iy  at the loop filter output is used to update the phase estimate at the rate LR , according to the following 

recursion: iii y+=+ θθ ˆˆ
1 .  



 

 

Fig. 1: Block diagram showing the transmission scheme and the receiver front-end.  Phase recovery is 
performed with a second-order phase-locked loop (shaded area).  

 

A UNIFIED FORMULATION OF ML-BASED FEEDBACK PHASE SYNCHRONIZERS 

The probability density ( )θ~,arp  of r  resulting from (1), given the data sequence a  and a trial value θ~  of the carrier 

phase, is given by 
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In (2), C  is a factor not depending on a  or θ~ , and the multiplication is over all nonnegative values of l . The 

likelihood function ( )θ~rp  of the carrier phase is obtained by averaging ( )θ~,arp  over the data symbols a . Taking the 

logarithm then yields the log-likelihood function ( ) ( )( )θθ ~
ln

~
rpL = .  

The symbol stream a  usually consists of statistically independent sequences ia  of κ  symbols long with a probability 

mass function [].Pr
iA ; typically, ia  results from the bit-to-symbol conversion of the bit sequence ( )ii uc χ= , with iu  

denoting the i -th codeword from the channel encoder and ( ).χ  representing the mapping function that introduces 

additional redundancy to aid the synchronization. This implies that the log-likelihood function ( )θ~L  can be decomposed 

as follows: ( ) ( )�=
i

iLL κθθ ;
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In (4), ir  denotes the matched filter output sample sequence corresponding to the i -th transmitted symbol sequence ia  

and )
~

;|( θiip ar  is given by (2) with l  ranging from κi  to 1)1( −+ κi .  

From a similar reasoning as in [2], the derivative ( )θ~L′  of the log-likelihood function with respect to θ~  can then be 

manipulated into the following form: ( ) ( )� ′=′
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is the a posteriori expectation of the symbol )(la  conditioned on ir  and θ~ . In (5), [ ]θω ~
,)(Pr imla r=  denotes the 

marginal a posteriori probability (APP) of the l -th data symbol )(la , and { }110 ,...,, −=Ω Mωωω  is the set of 

constellation points. By analogy with the estimation of continuous-valued parameters, the conditional mean ( )θµ ~
,; il r  

can be considered as the soft (since taking values in some continuous result space) minimum mean square error decision 

regarding )(la  based upon the received samples ir  and a trial value θ~  of the carrier phase.  

The ML estimate of the carrier phase is the value of θ~  that makes zero the derivative of the log-likelihood function. 
Taking into account that in general the decoder must observe the entire sequence ir  before the soft decisions regarding 

any of the symbols ( )κia , ..., ( )1)1( −+ κia  can be computed, it is natural to take the update period equal to the 

symbol sequence duration, i.e., SL TT κ=  or κν = , and to define the PED output at instant LiT  proportional to the right 

hand side of (5), with θ~  replaced by the estimate iθ̂  and νκ =  : e.g.  
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We speak of soft-decision-directed (SDD) PLL operation. The performance of the synchronizer is determined by the 
reliability of the soft symbol decisions ( )θµ ~

,; il r  feeding the PED, which in turn are affected by the channel code, the 

mapping ( ).χ , and the bit-to-symbol conversion rule. A performance limit is obtained by assuming in (6) ( ) )(
~

,; lal i ≈θµ r  

for all l . This corresponds to data-aided (DA) PLL operation, i.e. the phase estimate is updated once per symbol 
interval and the PED knows all data symbols in advance. When the phase to be estimated is constant, DA PLL 
operation yields  
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The right-hand side of (8) equals the modified Cramer-Rao bound (MCRB) [6], which is a lower bound on the 
achievable mean-square estimation error (MSEE) resulting from a PLL. 



 

PRACTICAL ESTIMATION STRATEGIES 

Straightforward application of the above procedure leads to an optimum category-I SDD PLL that fully exploits the 
redundancy due to channel coding. This is commonly referred to as (channel-)code-aided (CA) SDD PLL operation. 
However, the problem with many state-of-the-art channel coding schemes (turbo codes, LDPC codes) is that the sample 
sequences ir  involved in (6) become very long, yielding a low update rate of the carrier phase estimate, which makes it 

difficult to cope with phase variations.  

A practical solution to this problem is to design the PED output according to a modified likelihood function that follows 
from modeling the channel encoder output u  as a stream of independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.) random bits. 
Incorporating the resulting PED output in a PLL results in a category-II synchronizer that ignores the underlying (turbo 
or LDPC) channel code and exploits only the outer redundancy introduced by the one-to-one mapping ( )ii uc χ= .  

An important issue that has yet to be addressed is the type of redundancy that is introduced in the transmission scheme 
to improve the synchronization. Ideally, the mapping rule ( ).χ  should provide a good compromise between power and 

bandwidth efficiency, computational complexity, and phase estimation accuracy. Our interest goes especially to 
mappings that keep the symbol sequence length κ  relatively small. In the following we consider three types of 
category-II ML-based PLLs. The corresponding synchronization algorithms are derived under the assumption that u  
consists of i.i.d. bits, i.e., the operation of the channel encoder is ignored by the synchronizer. 

PLL with Non-Code-Aided Operation 

We speak of non-code-aided (NCA) operation when the PLL does not exploit any additional redundancy at all. This is 
equivalent with assuming that ( ) ii uu =χ , for any κ . In that case, the symbols )(la  are i.i.d., so that the APPs involved 

in (6) reduce to   

    ( )ij
ii elrFla θωθω ˆ

),(]ˆ,|)(Pr[ ∝= r  (9) 

for 0≥l  and Ω∈ω , and where ∝  denotes equality up to a normalization constant. As the APP of )(la  depends on 

)(lr  rather than the entire ir , we can take the update rate of the NCA PLL equal to the symbol rate ( 1=ν ), and use the 

PED output that is obtained by substituting (9) into (6), and onwards into (7) with 1=ν . 

PLL with Single-Parity-Check Code-Aided Operation 

We speak of single-parity-check code-aided (SPC-CA) operation when the PLL  exploits (only) the properties of a short 
( )kk ,1+  SPC code that is added to the bits that leave the (turbo or LDPC) channel encoder. This is equivalent to 

assuming that ( ) { }
iii uuu ⊕= ,χ  , where iu  is i -th k -bit subsequence of u  and 

iu⊕  denotes the modulo-2 sum of the 

bits in iu . To simplify the problem it is assumed that the ratio ( ) ( )Mk 2log/1+=κ , where M  denotes the number of 

constellation points, is strictly positive and integer-valued. Letting ( )ωW  denote the modulo-2 sum of the bits 

corresponding to the symbol ω , the APPs of )(la  can be exactly computed according to the following equation [4]  
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for [ ]1)1(, −+∈ κκ iil  and Ω∈ω . In (10), the quantities jψ  in are given by 
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where the summation is over all constellation points for which the modulo-2 sum of the corresponding bits equals one. 

As the APP of )(la  depends on the entire ir , the SPC-CA PLL operates at κ/1  times the symbol rate ( κν = ), and 

uses the PED output that is obtained by substituting (10) into (6), and onwards into (7) with κν = . It follows from 
(10)-(11) and (9) that SPC-CA PLL operation requires roughly κ  times more computations per symbol interval than 
NCA PLL operation. 

PLL with Pilot-Bit-Aided Operation 

We speak of pilot-bit-aided (PBA) operation when the PLL knows some of the transmitted bits in advance. This is 
equivalent with assuming that ( ) { })(, 0 ipii uu =χ  where iu  is the i -th fixed-length subsequence of u  and )(0 ip  

denotes a deterministic pilot bit.  Adding one pilot bit per k  coded bits yields the same reduction of power and 
bandwidth efficiency as a ( )kk ,1+  SPC code. The major advantage of using pilot bits in stead of an SPC code is that 

the data symbols )(la  remain statistically independent. To compute the APPs involved in (6) we have to distinguish 

between )1( +l  a multiple of κ , and )1( +l  not a multiple of κ , with ( ) ( )Mk 2log/1+=κ . We obtain   

for [ ]2)1(, −+∈ κκ iil  and Ω∈ω , and  
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for 1)1( −+= κil  and Ω∈ω . In (13), [ ]nω  denotes the n -th bit that is converted into the symbol ω . As the APP of 

)(la  depends on )(lr  rather than the entire ir , the PBA PLL operates at the symbol rate ( 1=ν ) and uses the PED 

output that is obtained by substituting (12)-(13) into (6), and onwards into (7) with 1=ν . Comparing (12)-(13) with (9) 
it is easily verified that PBA PLL operation does not require more computations per symbol interval than NCA PLL 
operation. 

NUMERICAL RESULTS 

In this section we compare the above strategies by means of computer simulations. Results for SPC-CA and PBA 
operation are obtained with κ  = 2, 3, 4. We consider Gray-mapped 4-PSK. The loop damping factor Lς  is set to 0.707.  

Fig. 2 shows the ratio MSEE/MCRB assuming that the carrier phase is constant and the ratio of the normalized 

equivalent loop bandwidth SLTB  is 10-4. Fig. 3 shows the MSEE in the presence of phase noise that satisfies the DVB-

S2 spectral template defined in [5]; at each value of Es/N0 the loop bandwidth has been selected to minimize the MSEE. 
Both with and without phase noise, we observe that: 

• For given Es/N0 and given κ , both the SPC-CA PLL and the PBA PLL yield a better synchronizer performance 
than the NCA PLL that does not require overhead. 

• For given κ , the SPC-CA PLL yields better synchronizer performance than the PBA PLL at moderate to high 
SNR, whereas the opposite holds at low SNR.  

• For given Es/N0, the synchronizer performance of both systems improves with decreasing κ .   

We conclude that the operating SNR determines which system (with SPC code or with pilot bits) performs best. Table 1 
shows the operating SNRs of the LDPC codes in the DVB-S2 standard [5], assuming perfect timing and carrier 
recovery, code words of 64800 bits, and 50 LDPC decoding iterations. Hence, for κ =2, using pilot symbols is better 
for the LDPC codes with a rate R 

�
 1/2, whereas using the SPC code is better for rates R >1/2. 

 



 

Table 1. Operation signal-to-noise ratios proposed in the DVB-S2 standard. Guarantee a packet error rate 
(PER) below 10-7. 

signaling constellation and code rate Es/N0 required for a PER < 10-7 

4-PSK, R=1/4 -2.35 dB 
4-PSK, R=1/3 -1.24 dB 
4-PSK, R=2/5 -0.30 dB 
4-PSK, R=1/2 1.00 dB 
4-PSK, R=3/5 2.23 dB 
4-PSK, R=2/3 3.10 dB 
4-PSK, R=3/4 4.03 dB 
4-PSK, R=4/5 4.68 dB 
4-PSK, R=5/6 5.18 dB 
4-PSK, R=9/10 6.42 dB 
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Fig. 2: MSEE/MCRB resulting from a non-code-aided (NCA), a single-parity-check code-aided (SPC-
CA) and a pilot bit aided (PBA) second order phase locked loop (PLL) as a function of the SNR, 

assuming a normalized equivalent loop bandwidth of 10-4, a damping factor of 0.707, a constant carrier 
phase and a 4-PSK signal constellation with Gray mapping. 
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Fig. 3: MSEE resulting from a non-code-aided (NCA), a single-parity-check code-aided (SPC-CA) and a 
pilot bit aided (PBA) second order phase locked loop (PLL) as a function of the SNR, assuming an 

optimal equivalent loop bandwidth, a damping factor of 0.707, phase noise that satisfies the DVB-S2 
spectral template defined in [5], and a 4-PSK signal constellation with Gray mapping. 
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